Whether women should be permitted to be the part of defense forces is unquestionably hot debatable topic.

Firstly, people who refute the idea of inducting women in army, the navy and the air force, argue about the might in comparison to men. They find, this job for the women, not only difficult but also physically challenging. Secondly, in various cultures women have been symbolized as entrusted caretakers of children because of their soft heart personality. People from these societies will restrict them from such a tedious and harsh life experience required for the job.

However, one might easily find several women fighter in history like Laxmi Bai in India, who were famous for their professional skills rather than simple life living. Also, in modern world, wars are fought either with automated weapons or with proper strategy. Less strength required for this job can counter to those who disagree to see women soldiers. In addition to this, women are also equally responsible to protect their country during war-time. They also have same feeling of patriotism as men. It will be extremely unjustified to put these women away from battle field in some urgent and unavoidable break through.

As, it can be easily seen that bringing women to national forces not only give them a feeling of equality, but also make them a responsible citizen. In my mind, I tend to believe that women should always be treated equally and hence, make them responsible soldiers of the army, the navy, and the air force just like men.